WHICH FIGHTING CHAIR FOR YOUR APPLICATION?

MARLIN SERIES
Traditional Style Legs
Like Most other manufacturers
19”, 21” or 23” Seatboard Widths

FFC SERIES (compact)
Specially engineered footrest legs
provide a tight turn radius and
do not stick beyond the back of the chair.

FFC-130
KNOCKDOWN FOOTREST
FFC130
TUCKAWAY LEGS
19” or 21” SEATBOARD WIDTHS

GIMBLED LAUCHER (compact)
FIGHTING POSITION
Adjusts from waist high prepping
to seated fighting chair height.
Can only go from seated height to waist high prep
with a pedestal that has
10” of range.

SEATED POSITION

MODEL FFC-130
CENTER OF PEDESTAL

Optional knockdown Footrest
Standard Tuckaway Seating
Furthest Set

29” Launcher with tray
21” Launcher
17-1/2” Backrest
11-1/2” Seatboard
22” 9-1/2” 34”